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This Morning 
 
Following last week’s Lunar New Year holiday, iron ore prices in China surged this morning, rising 8% 
and hitting the intra-day limit-up maximum. Business Insider reports, “The latest price spike reflects 
renewed concerns about supply disruptions from Brazil following a mine disaster in Brazil in late January. 
Combined with seasonal restocking ahead of the Spring construction season in China… that explains the 
scale of the increase seen today.” But softer crude oil, industrial and precious metal prices weighed on 
commodity indexes as the Bloomberg Commodity Index slipped 0.1% in early trading. In New York, most 
actively-traded COMEX copper dipped below $2.80/lb. this morning while NYMEX crude oil futures were 
trading around $52 per barrel. In London, most of the base metals started the week in negative territory 
although LME 3-mo. nickel firmed to around $12,600 per ton. Fastmarkets reports that stronger iron ore 
prices and nickel’s “…strong consumption as a downstream component in the stainless steel sector has 
led to upticks in nickel’s three-month price.” In foreign exchange trading, the euro was little changed 
around $1.131 this morning while the British pound traded as low as $1.2895. Reuters reports “Sterling 
extended its fall on Monday after data showed that Britain's economy last year grew at its slowest since 
2012, with Brexit uncertainty hitting investment.”  
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Selected Primary Commodity Prices: February 11, 2019  
Last CHG % CHG Prior Open High Low 

COMEX Copper Mar  
($/lb.) 

2.796 -0.01 -0.5% 2.8105 2.81 2.813 2.774 

COMEX Gold Apr  
($/to) 

1,311.3 -7.2 -0.5% 1,318.5 1,318.1 1,318.7 1,309.6 

COMEX Silver Mar  
($/to) 

15.7 -0.1 -0.5% 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.7 

NYMEX Light Sweet 
Crude Mar  
($/bbl) 

52.31 -0.4 -0.8% 52.72 52.66 52.78 51.82 

SHFE Aluminum Mar  
(RMB/mt) 

13,385 -80 -0.6% 13,465 13,530 13,530 13,305 

SHFE Copper Mar  
(RMB/mt) 

48,360 190 0.4% 48,170 48,600 48,600 48,170 

SHFE Nickel May  
(RMB/mt) 

100,920 2,500 2.5% 98,420 100,000 101,950 99,830 

SHFE Zinc Mar  
(RMB/mt) 

21,845 -460 -2.1% 22,305 22,300 22,305 21,580 

 
 
The Week Ahead 

The economic calendar picks up this week with new U.S. releases due out on job openings, consumer 
and producer prices, retail sales, and industrial production. The Fed previously reported that U.S. 
industrial production increased 4.0% from Dec 2017 through Dec 2018, and positive manufacturing PMI 
numbers have been signaling continued growth ahead. Overseas, we’ll get new reports on EU and Indian 
industrial production, as well as Chinese consumer and producer price inflation. Investors will also be 
paying close attention to speeches by the presidents of the Kansas City and Cleveland Federal Reserve 
Banks, along with the latest Brexit developments. A planned vote for this week may well get delayed 
according to a report from the Telegraph: “Theresa May is preparing to delay a second vote on her deal 
until the end of February, a month before Britain is scheduled to leave the EU, in a move which ministers 
believe means an extension of Article 50 is now inevitable.” Have a great week and don’t miss next 
week’s ISRI Market Report for a recap of the week’s key economic, trade, commodity, and scrap market 
highlights! 
 
U.S. Economic Calendar: February 11-15, 2019ember 

Date Time Release Period Prior 

12-Feb 10:00 JOLTS - Job Openings Dec 6.888M 

13-Feb 7:00 MBA Mortgage Applications Index 9-Feb NA 

13-Feb 8:30 CPI Jan -0.10% 

13-Feb 8:30 Core CPI Jan 0.20% 

13-Feb 10:30 EIA Crude Oil Inventories 9-Feb NA 

13-Feb 14:00 Treasury Budget Dec -$23.2B 

14-Feb 8:30 PPI Jan -0.20% 

14-Feb 8:30 Core PPI Jan -0.10% 

14-Feb 8:30 Initial Claims 9-Feb NA 
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14-Feb 8:30 Continuing Claims 2-Feb NA 

14-Feb 10:00 Business Inventories Nov 0.60% 

14-Feb 10:30 EIA Natural Gas Inventories 9-Feb NA 

15-Feb 8:30 Retail Sales Jan NA 

15-Feb 8:30 Retail Sales ex-auto Jan NA 

15-Feb 8:30 Export Prices ex-ag. Jan -1.10% 

15-Feb 8:30 Import Prices ex-oil Jan 0.00% 

15-Feb 8:30 Empire State Manufacturing 
Survey Feb 3.9 

15-Feb 9:15 Industrial Production Jan 0.30% 

15-Feb 9:15 Capacity Utilization Jan 78.70% 

15-Feb 10:00 Business Inventories Dec NA 
 
 
 
Economic Week in Review 

Factory orders declined 0.6% in November as compared to a 2.1% drop   in October. December saw a 
large market sell-off that bled into a record-long government shutdown during January. Prior to 
November, factory orders saw relatively big shifts every other month with intervening months having small 
corrections. It appears that business confidence has been highly reactionary to policy announcements so 
we may be in for a ride in the coming months. 

Motor vehicle sales for December bumped up a bit to an annualized rate of 17.5 million units. Ford 
released promising January sales numbers up 7%. Operating profits for Ford were down 27% in 2018 
and that could prompt a push to drive down material costs so that C-suite executives can meet 
shareholders’ dividend expectations. 

The January employment figures beat analysts’ expectations as nonfarm payrolls increased by 304,000 
according to figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Corrections made to previous months temper the 
size of the jump. Furloughed workers contributed to the unemployment rate increase from 3.9% to 4.0% 
but there has also been an increase in the participation rate, indicating that new entrants are coming back 
to the labor market. Wages nudged higher by 0.1% in January but couldn’t move the year-on-year rate 
from 3.2%. 
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The ISM’s manufacturing PMI moved up 2.3 percentage points to 56.6% for the month of January. This 
exceeded consensus expectations and points to solid growth last month. New Orders was the subset that 
seemed to bounce back the most, going up 7 points to 58.2 after a soft December dropping 11 points. A 
paper products industry representative said that “Unlike in the last few years, we are experiencing a first 
quarter slowdown.” A fabricated metal products representative said “Going to be a very strong spring. 
Business levels will be just as good [compared to] the same time frame in 2018.” 

The EIA Petroleum Status report came out with some mixed signals as crude inventories rose in the first 
week of February. However, the inventory split on gasoline and crude distillates with the former going up 
half a million barrels to 5.1% above last year’s level while the latter declined 2.3 million barrels, a drop of 
2.0%. Refinery capacity increased to 90.7 but gasoline and distillate production moved in opposite to the 
demand on inventories. 

Consumer sentiment continued to remain high despite the government shutdown but some of the 
survey’s subsets did see a slide such as current conditions and future expectations declined 7.3 and 7.1 
points, respectively. Further reading into this, mortgage applications continued their third week of declines 
despite lower financing costs and a reprieve from the Fed on interest rate hikes. Many analysts believe 
this decline will prompt a soft spring selling season more so than the early 2019 jumps in applications had 
previously indicated. 
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Commodity Markets 

Ferrous –  
 
Hot-rolled coil prices are continuing to make gains in the U.S. with Midwest index prices at $678.20 per 
ton last week. AMM is reporting that domestic mills are continuing to make the push toward $700 per ton. 
Reports from AMM were saying that Turkish scrap steel import prices have remained steady despite a 
new round of bookings and then later reported that prices jumped $19 higher with another deal. The new 
deal was on heavy melt which, along with other grades of obsolete scrap, have been seeing remarkable 
demand from overseas markets. With that now said, a new month of export statistics from the U.S. 
Census Bureau have been published. According to the Census Bureau trade figures, U.S. ferrous scrap 
(excluding stainless steel and alloy steel scrap) exports declined from 1.41 million metric tons in October 
to 1.11 million tons in November as weaker demand from Thailand, Vietnam, S. Korea, Bangladesh and 
Taiwan more than offset heavier loadings for Turkey (+76,000 mt to 307,000 mt in November). 
 
Ferrous Scrap Exports by Type Year 2017 Jan-Nov 2017 Jan-Nov 2018 
Cast Iron 580,542 507,923 737,958 
Tinned Iron 76,412 72,645 56,293 
No. 1 Bundles 223,823 212,240 23,522 
No. 2 Bundles 2,105 1,936 3,392 
Borings, Shovelings, Turnings 9,732 8,673 8,319 
Shavings, Chips, etc. 72,433 68,785 67,312 
No. 1 HMS 4,351,484 4,024,859 4,865,425 
No. 2 HMS 683,099 626,373 699,102 
Cut Plate and Structural 517,380 468,596 504,924 
Shredded Steel 5,327,258 4,845,115 5,286,195 
Other Ferrous 1,914,266 1,773,841 2,237,519 

 
The Wall Street Journal reports that U.S. steelmakers are expanding capacity despite the late 2018 drop 
in steel prices. As we can see with the early 2019 recovery in steel prices, concerns whether steel prices 
would stay low are seeing some relief that may sustain such a rally.  According to the Joural’s reporting, 
“The build-out by Nucor Corp., Steel Dynamics, Inc. and a half-dozen other companies would add 16 
million tons of steelmaking capacity in the U.S., an 18% increase over the 90 million tons produced here 
in 2017, before tariffs took effect.” 
 
 
Nonferrous –  
 
LME Copper futures have been on a tear after a sharp late in the fourth quarter of 2018, trading as high 
as $6,289.50/mt last Thursday. Fastmarkets analysts see both the long-term and short term trends on 
copper pricing to be favorable. Some of the rebound in copper prices is attributed to reduce fear of the 
U.S.-China trade war escalating. The effect on scrap copper markets seems more ambiguous. The 
International Copper Study Group’s 2019 forecast project a refined copper deficit in 2019 with little 
change in the contribution to refined production from scrap. 
 
Nickel prices have continued to climb higher recently with 3M futures on the LME and SHFE up over 15% 
on the year so far. LME 3-mo. nickel lost ground on Friday but traded as high as $13,350/mt on 
Wednesday. Eventually, this should translate into firmer stainless scrap prices but market participants are 
divided on the outlook for stainless going forward.. After a disappointing year in 2018, lead and zinc 
prices may be gaining some traction but most  market analysts are less bullish on the sister metals.  
 
  



Paper and Plastic – 
 
Paper mills experienced increased merger and acquisition (M&A) activity during 2018. Despite the 
simmering trade war between the U.S. and China, RISI reports that about one third of the deals (both 
announced and completed) from last year involved Chinese and other Asian firms. There were 14 deals 
made that were collectively valued at $9.1 billion. While this activity may appear encouraging for more 
infrastructure investments down the road, it’s important to take a step back and look at the drivers for this 
behavior and figure out what the next steps may be as manufacturing has to also adapt to consumer 
behavior changes. 
 
Due to trade policies creating fiber shortages, Chinese mills needed to find other avenues to supply the 
necessary feedstock for their operations. China is sitting on capital reserves due to its considerable trade 
surplus which can fund venture capital financing. Moving that capital outside of its borders is not 
congruent to their domestic development plans so this investment push is likely a stop-gap measure to 
ease industry adaptation. However, once the supply of pulp is on track for a balance, it will be important 
for foreign investments to consider expanding their new footprint or selling off. In the coming years, they 
may be competing with U.S. mills who have recently expanded their conversion capacity through 
acquisitions and brownfield projects. 
 
For more information, please contact ISRI Research Analyst Bernie Lee at blee@isri.org. 
 
 
Transportation  
 
Wal-Mart is making some big moves to capture the labor market on truck drivers by raising salaries to 
nearly $90,000. This is a flight to quality move that may be the canary in the coal mine for long-term 
trends in the labor marketplace for truck drivers. Wal-Mart is already an industry leader in truck driver 
salaries and can boast a logistical support system that is the envy of many in the industry. The push to 
increase salaries by 15-20% indicates that direct labor compensation is a key factor in creating a 
sustainable labor supply over that of improved benefits or work environment. This labor cost shift will be 
the logistics industry hot potato on shouldering the burden. 
 
Congestion at the major ports are not helping that there’s a lot of truck labor idling at transfer points. The 
Port of New York and New Jersey has extended their gate times in order to handle rising cargo volumes 
and short labor staff due to the holidays. The Port of Los Angeles and Long Beach are implementing a 
program of infrastructure developments to speed up container velocity. This will include a new bridge 
between the Los Angeles and Long Beach ports. Rail freight going through the Midwest contended with a 
polar vortex that prompted extensive use of fire systems to keep switches in operation.  
 
This Week’s Story 
 
Since pitchers and catchers are reporting to spring training this week, here’s an interesting baseball story 
for you. 
 
The first game played in Atlanta’s Fulton County Stadium was on Opening Day 1966. Starting for the 
Braves were two 25 year olds at pitcher and catcher who just joined the team named Tony Cloninger and 
Joe Torre. The Braves lost that game to the Pittsburgh Pirates. 
 
The last game played in Atlanta’s Fulton County Stadium was Game 5 of the 1996 World Series. 30 years 
later. Managing the New York Yankees was Joe Torre and his bullpen coach that year was Tony 
Cloninger. The Braves lost that game too. 
 
This Week’s Quote  
 
“In baseball, you can’t kill the clock. You’ve got to give the other man his chance.” – Earl Weaver, 
manager of the Baltimore Orioles (1968-1986) 
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